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Abstract
We present a new approach to estimating mix-
ture models based on a new inference princi-
ple we have proposed: the latent maximum en-
tropy principle (LME). LME is different both
from Jaynes’ maximum entropy principle and
from standard maximum likelihood estimation.
We demonstrate the LME principle by deriving
new algorithms for mixture model estimation,
and show how robust new variants of the EM
algorithm can be developed. Our experiments
show that estimation based on LME generally
yields better results than maximum likelihood es-
timation, particularly when inferring latent vari-
able models from small amounts of data.

1. Introduction

Mixture models are among the most enduring, well-
established modeling techniques in statistical machine
learning. In a typical application, sample data is thought
of as originating from various possible sources, where the
data from each particular source is modeled by a familiar
form. Given labeled and unlabeled data from a weighted
combination of these sources, the goal is to estimate the
generating mixture distribution; that is, the nature of each
source and the ratio with which each source is present.

The most popular computational method for estimat-
ing parametric mixture models is the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm, first formalized by (Demp-
ster et al. 1977). EM is an iterative parameter optimization
technique that is guaranteed to converge to a local max-
ima in likelihood. It is widely applicable to latent variable
models, has proven useful for applications in estimation,
regression and classification, and also has well investigated
theoretical foundations (Dempster et al. 1977; McLachlan
and Peel 2000; Wu 1983). However, a number of key is-
sues remain unresolved. For example, since the likelihood
function for mixture models typically has multiple local
maxima, there is a question of which local maximizer to

choose as the final estimate. Fisher’s classical maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) principle states that the de-
sired estimate corresponds to the global maximizer of the
likelihood function, in situations where the likelihood func-
tion is bounded over the parameter space. Unfortunately,
in many cases, such as mixtures of Gaussians with unequal
covariances, the likelihood function is unbounded. In such
situations, the choice of local maxima is not obvious, and
the final selection requires careful consideration in practice.
Another open issue is generalization. That is, in practice it
is often observed that estimating mixture models by MLE
leads to over-fitting (poor generalization) particularly when
faced with limited training data.

To address these issues we have recently proposed a new
statistical machine learning framework for density estima-
tion and pattern classification, which we refer to as the la-
tent maximum entropy (LME) principle (Wang et al. 2003).
LME is an extension to Jaynes’ maximum entropy (ME)
principle that explicitly incorporates latent variables in the
formulation, and thereby extends the original principle to
cases where data components are missing. The resulting
principle is different from both maximum likelihood esti-
mation and standard maximum entropy, but often yields
better estimates in the presence of hidden variables and lim-
ited training data. In this paper we demonstrate the use of
LME for estimating mixture models.

2. Motivation

The easiest way to motivate LME is with an example. As-
sume we observe a random variable � that reports peo-
ple’s heights in a population. Given sample data

�����
	�����������	����
, one might believe that simple statistics such

as the sample mean and sample mean square of � are well
represented in the data. If so, then Jaynes’ ME principle
(Jaynes 1983) suggests that one should infer a distribution
for � that has maximum entropy, subject to the constraints
that the mean and mean square values of � match the sam-
ple values; that is, that ������� � and ��������� � , where� � � �� � �!#" � 	 ! and � � � �� � �!#" � 	 �! respectively. In
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this case, it is known that the maximum entropy solution is
a Gaussian density with mean $&% and variance $('*)+$ '% ,,�-#.0/�1324-#.65 $7%�89$ ':);$ '% / ; a consequence of the well-
known fact that a Gaussian random variable has the largest
differential entropy of any random variable for a specified
mean and variance (Cover and Thomas 1991).

However, assume further that after observing the data we
find that there are actually two peaks in the histogram. Ob-
viously the standard ME solution would not be the most
appropriate model for such bi-modal data, because it will
continue to postulate a uni-modal distribution. However,
the existence of the two peaks might be due to the fact
that there are two sub-populations in the data, male and
female, each of which have different height distributions.
In this case, each height measurement < has an accom-
panying (hidden) gender label = that indicates which sub-
population the measurement is taken from. One way to
incorporate this information is to explicitly add the miss-
ing label data. That is, we could let > 1?- <@8A= / , where< denotes a person’s height and = is the gender label, and
then obtain labeled measurements -
. %B8�C�%�8�D�D�D�8 .�E 8�C EF/ . The
problem then is to find a joint model ,F-
GH/I1J,F-
. 8�C / that
maximizes entropy while matching the expectations overKML - C / , . KML - C / , and . ' K�L - C / , for N 1PO 8�Q . In this fully ob-
served data case, where we witness the gender label = , the
ME principle poses a separable optimization problem that
has a unique solution: ,�-#GH/�1�,F-#. 8�C / is a mixture of two
Gaussian distributions specified by ,�- C /R13SUTV1XWZYE and,�-#.\[ C /+1]2^-
.H59_ T 8�` 'T / , where _ T 1 %W Yba Ec#d % . c K T - C c /
and ` 'T 1 %W Y a Ec#d % -#. c ) _eT�/ ' K TM- C c / for C 1fO 8AQ .
Unfortunately, obtaining fully labeled data is tedious or im-
possible in most realistic situations. In cases where vari-
ables are unobserved, Jaynes’ ME principle, which is max-
imally noncommittal with respect to missing information,
becomes insufficient. For example, if the gender label is
unobserved, one would still be reduced to inferring a uni-
modal Gaussian as above. To cope with missing but non-
arbitrary hidden structure, we must extend the ME principle
to account for the underlying causal structure in the data.

3. The latent maximum entropy principle

To formulate the LME principle, let >hgji be a random
variable denoting the complete data, <kgml be the ob-
served incomplete data and nogqp be the missing data.
That is, > 1r- <@8sn / . If we let ,�-#GH/ and ,F-
.0/ denote
the densities of > and < respectively, and let ,�-
t6[ .0/ de-
note the conditional density of n given < , then ,F-#.0/71uMv�wUx ,�-#GH/�_y-{zUt|/ where ,F-
GH/@1+,F-
.}/#,F-{tH[ .0/ .
LME principle Given features ~U%�8�D�D�D�~ W , specifying the
properties we would like to match in the data, select a joint
probability model ,�� from the space of all distributions �

over i to maximize the joint entropy� -�,6/�1 )&��� wU� ,F-
GH/|�����e,F-#G6/Z_y-
zUGH/ (1)

subject to the constraints� � wU� ~�� -#G6/�,F-
GH/y_y-
zUGH/@1��� w@����,�-#.0/ � v�wUx ~B� -
GH/�,�-
t6[ .0/Z_y-{zUt|/� 1fO D�D�D 2 , < and n not independent (2)

where G�1�-
. 8 t|/ . Here �,F-#.0/ is the empirical distribution
over the observed data, and �l denotes the set of observed< values. Intuitively, the constraints specify that we re-
quire the expectations of ~�� - > / in the complete model to
match their empirical expectations on the incomplete data< , taking into account the structure of the dependence of
the unobserved component n on < .

Unfortunately, there is no simple solution for ,e� in (1,2).
However, a good approximation can be obtained by re-
stricting the model to have an exponential form,H�H-
GH/�1 ��� %�����| ¢¡ W� � d %e£ � ~ � -
GH/¥¤
where �¦�f1 u � wU� �§�} ©¨ a W� d % £ � ~ � -
GH/�ª:_y-
zUGH/ is a nor-

malizing constant that ensures
u � wU� ,6�«-
GH/^_y-
zUGH/�1kO .

This restriction provides a free parameter £ � for each fea-
ture function ~�� . By adopting such a “log-linear” restric-
tion, it turns out that we can formulate a practical algorithm
for approximately satisfying the LME principle.

4. A training algorithm for log-linear models

To derive a practical training algorithm for log-linear mod-
els, we exploit the following intimate connection between
LME and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).

Theorem 1 Under the log-linear assumption, maximizing
the likelihood of log-linear models on incomplete data is
equivalent to satisfying the feasibility constraints of the
LME principle. That is, the only distinction between MLE
and LME in log-linear models is that, among local max-
ima (feasible solutions), LME selects the model with the
maximum entropy, whereas MLE selects the model with the
maximum likelihood (Wang et al. 2003).

This connection allows us to exploit an EM algorithm
(Dempster et al. 1977) to find feasible solutions to the LME
principle. It is important to emphasize, however, that EM
will only find alternative feasible solutions, while the LME
and MLE principles will differ markedly in the feasible so-
lutions they prefer. We illustrate this distinction below.

To formulate an EM algorithm for learning log-linear mod-
els, first decompose the log-likelihood function ¬ - £ / into¬ - £ /�1 �� wy�� �,�-#.0/|�����\, � -
.}/1 ®V- £ 8 £°¯ /+± � - £ 8 £«¯ /



where ²R³{´eµ�´°¶¸·y¹»º½¼�¾@¿ÀÂÁÃ ³
Ä}·«Å�Æ ¾UÇ Ã6È�É ³
Ê6Ë Ä0·|Ì�Í�Î ÃHÈ ³#ÏH·ÑÐy³
Ò�Ê�· ,Ó ³{´eµ�´ ¶ ·y¹fÔ º ¼�¾@¿ÀÂÁÃ ³
Ä}· Å�Æ ¾UÇ Ã È�É ³
Ê6Ë Ä0·|Ì�Í�Î Ã È ³
Ê6Ë Ä0·¥Ðy³{ÒUÊ|· .
This is a standard decomposition used for deriving EM.
For log-linear models, in particular, we have²R³Õ´\µA´�Ö�×9Ø9·¹ Ô�Ì�ÍUÎ°³ÚÙ È ·\Û (3)ÜÝ Þ�ßFà ´ Þâáã Ý¼�¾@¿À ÁÃ ³
Ä}·°ä Æ ¾UÇVå Þ ³
ÏH· Ã ÈBæ ç{è ³
Ê6Ë Ä0·�Ðy³{ÒUÊ|·¥éê
Interestingly, it turns out that maximizing ²V³{´eµ�´ Ö�×9Ø · as
a function of ´ for fixed ´ Ö�×9Ø (the M step) is equivalent
to solving another constrained optimization problem cor-
responding to a maximum entropy principle; but a much
simpler one than before (Wang et al. 2003).

Lemma 1 Maximizing ²R³{´eµ�´ Ö�×9Ø · as a function of ´ for
fixed ´ Ö�×9Ø is equivalent to solvingëRìBíî Ó ³ Ã ·ï¹ðÔ&ä�ñ ¾Uò Ã ³#Ï6·|Ì�ÍUÎ Ã ³
ÏH·ÑÐy³
ÒUÏH· (4)

subject to ä|ñ ¾Uò å Þ ³#Ï6· Ã ³
ÏH·ZÐy³{Ò�Ï6·ó¹ (5)Ý¼�¾@¿À ÁÃ ³#Ä0· ä Æ ¾UÇVå Þ ³#Ï6· Ã È æ�ç{è ³{ÊHË Ä0·�Ðy³
Ò�Ê�·§µõô�¹fö�÷�÷�÷ ø
It is critical to realize that the new constrained optimiza-
tion problem in Lemma 1 is much easier than maximizing
(1) subject to (2) for log-linear models, because the right
hand side of the constraints (5) no longer depends on ´
but rather on the fixed constants from the previous iteration´ Ö�×9Ø . This means that maximizing (4) subject to (5) with
respect to ´ is now a convex optimization problem with lin-
ear constraints. The generalized iterative scaling algorithm
(GIS) (Darroch et al. 1972) or improved iterative scaling
algorithm (IIS) (Della Pietra et al. 1997) can be used to
maximize ²R³{´eµ�´ Ö�×9Ø · very efficiently.

From these observations, we can recover feasible log-linear
models by using an algorithm that combines EM with
nested iterative scaling to calculate the M step.

EM-IS algorithm:
E step: Given ´ Ö�×9Ø , for each feature å Þ , ô:¹ùö�µ�÷�÷�÷�µ�ø , cal-
culate its current expectation ú Ö�×9ØÞ with respect to ´ Ö�×9Ø by:ú Ö�×9ØÞ ¹ ºû¼�¾@¿À¢ÁÃ ³#Ä0·IÅ�Æ ¾UÇ å Þ ³#Ï6· Ã È æ�ç{è ³{ÊHË Ä0·|Ðy³
Ò�Ê|· .
M step: Perform ü iterations of full parallel update of pa-
rameter values ´ à µ�÷�÷�÷�µ�´ Ü either by GIS or IIS as follows.
Each update is given by ´ Ö�×9ýeþÑÿ���ØÞ ¹ ´ Ö�×9ýbÖ�þ�� à Ø
ÿ���ØÞ Û�� Þ , such
that �

Þ
satisfies Å ñ ¾Uò å Þ ³#Ï6·��	��
 � Ö ñ Ø Ã ÈBæ ç��æ������{è�����è ³
ÏH·ÑÐy³
ÒUÏH· ¹ú Ö�×9ØÞ , where å ³
ÏH·@¹ º Ü � ßFà å � ³#ÏH· and �â¹�ö�µ�÷�÷�÷�µ�ü .

Provided that the E and M steps can both be computed,
EM-IS can be shown to converge to a local maximum in
likelihood for log-linear models, and hence is guaranteed
to yield feasible solutions to the LME principle.

Theorem 2 The EM-IS algorithm monotonically increases
the likelihood function � ³{´H· , and all limit points of any
EM-IS sequence �B´ Ö�×9ýFþÑÿ��UØ µ���� �«µ��¢¹ ö�÷�÷�ü"! , belong to
the set #m¹ $U´&%(' Ü*),+ � ³{´H·.- + ´ ¹/�10 . Therefore, EM-
IS asymptotically yields feasible solutions to the LME prin-
ciple for log-linear models (Wang et al. 2003).

Thus, EM-IS provides an effective means to find feasible
solutions to the LME principle. (We note that Lauritzen
(1995) has suggested a similar algorithm, but did not sup-
ply a convergence proof. More recently, Riezler (1999) has
also proposed an algorithm equivalent to setting üû¹ ö in
EM-IS. However, we have found ü�2Pö to be more effec-
tive in many cases.)

We can now exploit the EM-IS algorithm to develop a prac-
tical approximation to the LME principle.

ME-EM-IS algorithm:
Initialization: Randomly choose initial guesses for ´ .
EM-IS: Run EM-IS to convergence, to obtain feasible ´43 .
Entropy calculation: Calculate the entropy of Ã È65 .
Model selection: Repeat the above steps several times to
produce a set of distinct feasible candidates. Choose the
feasible candidate that achieves the highest entropy.

This leads to a new estimation technique that we will com-
pare to standard MLE below. One apparent complication,
first, is that we need to calculate the entropies of the candi-
date models produced by EM-IS. However, it turns out that
we do not need to calculate entropies explicitly because one
can recover the entropy of feasible log-linear models sim-
ply as a byproduct of running EM-IS to convergence.

Corollary 1 If ´73 is feasible, then ²R³{´83BµA´13M· ¹fÔ Ó ³ ÃHÈ95 ·
and � ³{´73M·y¹ Ô Ó ³ ÃHÈ 5 ·eÛ Ó ³{´73�µA´13�· .
Therefore, at a feasible solution ´83 , we have already calcu-
lated the entropy, Ô�²R³Õ´73�µ�´73M· , in the M step of EM-IS.

To draw a clear distinction between LME and MLE, as-
sume that the term

Ó ³{´73�µA´13�· from Corollary 1 is constant
across different feasible solutions. Then MLE, which max-
imizes ��³Õ´13�· , will choose the model that has lowest en-
tropy, whereas LME, which maximizes

Ó ³ Ã È95 · , will chose
a model that has least likelihood. (Of course,

Ó ³Õ´ 3 µA´ 3 ·
will not be constant in practice and the comparison be-
tween MLE and LME is not so straightforward, but this ex-
ample does highlight their difference.) The fact that LME
and MLE are different raises the question of which method
is the most effective when inferring a model from sample
data. To address this question we turn to a comparison.

5. LME for learning Gaussian mixtures

In the traditional approach to mixture models (McLachlan
et al. 2000), the distribution of data is assumed to have
a parametric form with unknown parameters. In our ap-



proach, we do not make assumptions about the form of the
source but rather specify a set of features we would like to
match in the data. Here we show that by choosing certain
sets of features, we can recover familiar mixture models.

Let : ;=<?>A@�BDC , where > is an observable E dimen-
sional random vector and BGFIH,J,@LKMK�KM@.NPO denotes a hid-
den class index. Consider the features: QSRT <?U1C&;WV R <YXLC ,Q8RZ <?U1C[;]\ Z V R <?XLC , Q8RZ.^ _ <`U7Ca;b\ Z \ _ V R <YXLC , for cd@.ef;J,@LKMK�KM@�E , gP;hJi@jK�KMK�@�N , where V R <YXLC denotes the indicator
function of the event Xk;lg . Then, given the observed datamn ;o<`\qp9@LKMK�KM@r\tsuC , the LME principle can be formulated asvxwLyzj{}|�~��(�����b� �(�?���q�&�(����� ��� subject to�

|	�6���� �����M�7�����6�S���9����� ��j�u�����7�� ,��¡�¢�£7¤ ��� �����M�1���6�  ,� (6)

�
|	�6� L¥ � � �����M�7�����6�S���9����� ��j� �����7�� ,� ¡� ¢�£7¤  j¥ � � �����M�1���6�  ,��

|	�6�  ¥  6¦ ��� �����M�7�����6�S���9����� ��j� �� ��7�� ,� ¡� ¢�£7¤   ¥  	¦ ��� �����M�1���6�  ,�
� and � not independent §j¨�© �[ª ¨�«}«�«}¨.¬ ;  �®ª ¨�«}«}«}¨r¯

To find a feasible log-linear solution, we apply EM-IS as
follows: First, start with an initial guess for the param-
eters, where we use the canonical parameterization °±;<�°²RT @�°1RZ @�°1RZ�^ _ C , cd@.eW;³Ji@jK�KMK�@�E and g´; J,@LKMK�KM@.N , for the
features. To execute the E step, we then calculate the right
hand side feature expectations

µ �L¶ { ·.~¸ � ª¹bº� » £7¤ ¡� ¢�£7¤ ��� �����9¼ �L¶ { ·.~»
µ �L¶ { ·.~¥ � ª¹ º� » £7¤½¡�¢�£7¤   »¥ ��� �����9¼ �L¶ { ·.~»
µ �L¶ { ·.~¥ ¶ ¦ � ª¹ º� » £7¤ ¡� ¢�£7¤   »¥   »¦ � � �����6¼ �L¶ { ·.~»

where ¾ R ^À¿ÀÁ.ÂÃ ; Ä1Å9Æ Ç�È�<YBÉ;Êg4Ë \ Ã CW; Ä1Å9Æ Ç�È�<`\ Ã Ë Bf;gqC�Ä1Å ÆÀÇYÈ <�Ba;Ìg�C�ÍÏÎ/ÐÑÓÒ p Ä1Å Æ ÇYÈ <`\ Ã Ë XLC�Ä7Å ÆÀÇYÈ <YXLC . To execute the
M step we then formulate the simpler maximization prob-
lem with linear constraints, as in (4,5)vxw�yz	{}|�~��(���Ô�4�´�(�?���²�Õ�(����� ��� subject to

�
|	�6� � � �����D�7�����6�u���9�t�b� µ ��¶ { ·�~¸�
|	�6�   ¥ ��� �����D�7�����6�u���9�t�b� µ ��¶ { ·�~¥ (7)�

|	�6�   ¥   ¦ ��� �����D�7�����6�u���9�t�b� µ ��¶ { ·�~¥ ¶ ¦
for cd@.eÊ;ÖJi@LKMKMK�@�E ; g×;ÖJi@jK�KMK�@�N , where U ;Ö<?\7@.XLC .
This problem can be solved analytically. In particular, for
(7) we can directly obtain the unique log-linear solution

ÄØ<`U7CÙ;ÚÄu<?\1@�XLC , where ÄØ<?XLC"; ps Î sÃ Ò p ¾ Ñ
^À¿ÀÁ.ÂÃ and Äu<`\4Ë XLCA;Û <`\7ÜrÝ Ñ @�Þ Ñ C with Ý Ñ ; Î sÃ Ò p \ Ã ¾ Ñ

^À¿ÀÁ.ÂÃ Í Î sÃ Ò p ¾ Ñ
^À¿ÀÁ.ÂÃ andÞ Ñ ; Î sÃ Ò p <?\ Ãàß Ý Ñ C�<?\ Ã"ß Ý Ñ C.áâ¾ Ñ

^À¿}Á.ÂÃ Í Î sÃ Ò p ¾ Ñ
^À¿ÀÁ.ÂÃ forXã;äJi@jK�KMK�@�N . We then set Ä Å9Æ ÇYåçæ?È ;PÄ and repeat.

Therefore, EM-IS produces a model that has the form of
a Gaussian mixture. So in this case, LME is more gen-
eral than Jaynes’ ME principle, because it can postulate a
multi-modal distribution over the observed component > ,
whereas standard ME is reduced to producing a uni-modal
Gaussian here.1 Interestingly, the update formula we obtain
for Ä7Å ÆÀÇYÈAè Ä7Å Æ ÇYåçæ?È is equivalent to the standard EM update
for estimating Gaussian mixture distributions. In fact, we
find that in many natural situations EM-IS recovers stan-
dard EM updates as a special case (although there are other
situations where EM-IS yields new iterative update proce-
dures that converge faster than standard parameter estima-
tion formulas). Nevertheless, the final estimation principle
we propose, which must select from among feasible solu-
tions, is different from standard MLE.

6. Gaussian mixture experiments

To compare the relative benefits of estimating Gaussian
mixture models using LME versus MLE, we conducted ex-
periments on synthetic and real data.

Synthetic experiments As a first case study, we consid-
ered a simple three component mixture model where the
mixing component B is unobserved but a two dimensional
vector >IF&éàê is observed. Thus, the features we match in
the data are of the same form as in Section 5. Given sample
data
mn ;o<`\ p @LKMK�KM@r\ s C the idea is to infer a log-linear modelÄØ<`U7CA;ÌÄØ<`\7@.XLC such that XëFìH,J,@�ít@�îtO .

We are interested in determining which method yields bet-
ter estimates of various underlying models ÄSï used to gen-
erate the data. We measure the quality of an estimate Ä Å by
calculating the cross entropy from the correct marginal dis-
tribution Ä ï <`\�C to the estimated marginal distribution Ä Å <`\�C
on the observed data component >
ð �À�qñ	�� ���ò?��ó��� ,���b� � �L� � �qñ	�� ,�dô}õjö � ñ �� ����ó��� ,� �S���9 ��

The goal is to minimize the cross entropy between the
marginal distribution of the estimated model Ä Å and the
correct marginal Ä ï . A cross entropy of zero is obtained
only when Ä Å <?\tC matches Ä8ïi<`\�C .
We consider a variety of experiments with different mod-
els and different sample sizes to test the robustness of both

1Radford Neal has observed that dropping the dependence
constraint between � and � allows the uni-modal ME Gaussian
solution with a uniform mixing distribution to be a feasible global
solution in this specific case. However, this model is ruled out by
the dependence requirement.



LME and MLE to sparse training data, high variance data,
and deviations from log-linearity in the underlying model.
In particular, we used the following experimental design.

1. Fix a generative model ÷8øiù`ú7ûAüÌ÷8ødù?ý1þ�ÿLû .
2. Generate a sample of observed data �� ü ù`ý��dþ������Mþrý	�uû

according to ÷8ø9ù?ýtû .
3. Run EM-IS to generate multiple feasible solutions by

restarting from 300 random initial vectors 
 . We gen-
erated initial vectors 
 by generating mixture weights��

from a uniform prior, and independently generat-
ing each component of the mean vectors � � and co-
variance matrices ���� by choosing numbers uniformly
from �	���²þ����tþ���þ��tþ���� and ��� ��þ���� � � .

4. Calculate entropy and likelihood for each candidate.
5. Select the maximum entropy candidate ÷ LME as the

LME estimate, and the maximum likelihood candidate÷ MLE in the interior of the parameter space as the MLE
estimate.

6. Calculate the cross entropy from ÷ ø ù`ý�û to the
marginals ÷ LME ù`ý�û and ÷ MLE ù`ý�û respectively.

7. Repeat Steps 2 to 6 500 times and compute the average
of the respective cross entropies. That is, average the
cross entropy over 500 repeated trials for each sample
size and each method, in each experiment.

8. Repeat Steps 2 to 7 for different sample sizes ! .
9. Repeat Steps 1 to 8 for different models ÷4øiù`ú1û .

Scenario 1 In the first experiment, we generated the data
according to a three component Gaussian mixture model
that has the form expected by the estimators. Specifically,
we used a uniform mixture distribution

�	� ü �" for ÿìü# þ���þ%$ , where the component Gaussians were specified by
the mean vectors & �'�($)+* , & �,�)-* , & �.$/)0* and covariance

matrices
13254476�8 ,

13254476�8 ,

13254476�8 respectively.

Figures 1 and 2 first show that the average log-likelihoods
and average entropies of the models produced by LME
and MLE respectively behave as expected. MLE clearly
achieves higher log-likelihood than LME, however LME
clearly produces models that have significantly higher en-
tropy than MLE. The interesting outcome is that the two
estimation strategies obtain significantly different cross en-
tropies. Figure 3 reports the average cross entropy obtained
by MLE and LME as a function of sample size, and shows
the somewhat surprising result that LME achieves substan-
tially lower cross entropy than MLE. LME’s advantage is
especially pronounced at small sample sizes, and persists
even to sample sizes as large as 10,000 (Figure 3).

Although one might have expected an advantage for LME
because of a “regularization” effect, this does not com-
pletely explain LME’s superior performance at large sam-
ple sizes. (We return to a more thorough discussion of
LME’s regularization properties in Section 8.)
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Figure 1. Average log-likelihood of the MLE estimates versus the
LME estimates in Experiment 1.
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Figure 2. Average entropy of the MLE estimates versus the LME
estimates in Experiment 1.

This first experiment considered a favorable scenario where
the underlying generative model has the same form as the
distributional assumptions made by the estimators. We next
consider situations where these assumptions are violated.

Scenario 2 In our second experiment we used a gener-
ative model that was a mixture of five Gaussian distribu-
tions over 9�� . Specifically, we generated data by sam-
pling from a uniform distribution over mixture components� � ü �: for ÿ ü # þ������Mþ�� , and then generated the observed
data ;=<59>� by sampling from the corresponding Gaussian
distribution, where these distributions had means & �?�)@* ,& �A�/)0* , & �B�C)-* , &��D�E�/)0* , & �F�G�)0* and covariances

1 254476 8 ,1 2544H2E8 ,

1 6I44H2J8 ,

1 2K44L6�8 ,

1 6I44H2E8 respectively. The LME
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Figure 3. Average cross entropy between the true distribution and
the MLE estimates versus the LME estimates in Experiment 1.
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Figure 4. Average cross entropy between the true distribution and
the MLE estimates versus the LME estimates in Experiment 2.

and MLE estimators still only inferred three component
mixtures in this case, and hence were each making an in-
correct assumption about the underlying model.

Figure 4 shows that LME still obtained a significantly
lower cross entropy than MLE at small sample sizes, but
lost its advantage at larger sample sizes. At a crossover
point of MONQPSR	RTR data points, MLE began to produce
slightly better estimates than LME, but only marginally so.
Overall, LME still appears to be a safer estimator for this
problem, but it is not uniformly dominant.

Scenario 3 Our third experiment attempted to test how
robust the estimators were to high variance data generated
by a heavy tailed distribution. This experiment yielded our
most dramatic results. We generated data according to a
three component mixture (which was correctly assumed by
the estimators) but then used a Laplacian distribution in-
stead of a Gaussian distribution to generate the U observa-
tions. This model generated data that was much more vari-
able than data generated by a Gaussian mixture, and chal-
lenged the estimators significantly. The specific parameters
we used in this experiment were VTWXNZY[ for \]N^PT_�`�_%a , and

means b `cRd-e , b RLRd-e , b R7`d0e and “covariances” f3g5hh7ikj ,f g5hhHg j , f iIhhHg j for the Laplacians.

Figure 5 shows that LME produces significantly better es-
timates than MLE in this case, and even improved its ad-
vantage at larger sample sizes. Clearly, MLE is not a stable
estimator when subjected to heavy tailed data when this is
not expected. LME proves to be far more robust in such
circumstances and clearly dominates MLE.

Scenario 4 However, there are other situations where
MLE appears to be a slightly better estimator than LME
when sufficient data is available. Figure 6 shows the re-
sults of subjecting the estimators to data generated from a
three component Gaussian mixture, V W N Y[ , \KNlPT_�`�_%a ,

with means b `JRd-e , b RJRd-e , b RA`Cd-e and covariances f3g5hh7ikj ,f g5hhHg j , f iIhhHg j respectively. In this case, LME still re-
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Figure 5. Average cross entropy between the true distribution and
the MLE estimates versus the LME estimates in Experiment 3.
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Figure 6. Average cross entropy between the true distribution and
the MLE estimates versus the LME estimates in Experiment 4.

tains a sizeable advantage at small sample sizes, but after
a sample size of M'Nnm/R	R , MLE begins to demonstrate a
persistent advantage.

Overall, these results suggest that maximum likelihood es-
timation (MLE) is effective at large sample sizes, as long as
the presumed model is close to the underlying data source.
If there is a mismatch between the assumption and reality
however, or if there is limited training data, then LME ap-
pears to offer a significantly safer and more effective alter-
native. Of course, these results are far from definitive, and
further experimental and theoretical analysis is required to
give completely authoritative answers.

Experiment on Iris data To further confirm our obser-
vation, we consider a classification problem on the well
known set of Iris data as originally collected by Anderson
and first analyzed by Fisher (1936). The data consists of
measurements of the length and width of both sepals and
petals of 50 plants for each of three types of Iris species se-
tosa, versicolor, and virginica. In our experiments, we in-
tentionally ignore the types of species, and use the data for
unsupervised learning and clustering of multivariate Gaus-
sian mixture models. Among 150 samples, we uniformly
choose 100 samples as training data, and the rest 50 sam-
ples as test data. Again we start from 300 initial points,
where each initial point is chosen as the following: first
we calculate the sample mean and covariance matrix of the
training data, then perturb the sample mean using the sam-



Table 1. Comparison of LME and MLE on Iris data set.

LOG-LIKELIHOOD ERROR RATE

LME 5.58886 0.1220
MLE 5.37704 0.2446

ple variance as the initial mean, and take sample covariance
as the covariance for each class. To measure the perfor-
mance of the estimates, we use the empirical test set like-
lihood and clustering error rate. We repeat this procedure
100 times. Table 1 shows the averaged results. We see that
the test data is more likely under the LME estimates, and
also that the clustering error rate is cut in half.

7. LME for learning Dirichlet mixtures

Of course, the LME principle is much more general than
merely being applicable to estimating Gaussian mixture
models. It can easily be applied to any form of parametric
mixture model (and many other models beyond these—cf.
Section 8). Here we present an alternative application of
LME to estimating a mixture of Dirichlet sources.

Assume the observed data has the form of an o dimen-
sional probability vector prqOs-putv�w�w�w�v�p�xIy such that z|{p/}~{�� for ��q��	v�w�w�w�v�o and � x}���t p},q�� . That is, the
observed variable is a random vector �Zq's+� t v�w�w�w�v�� x yE�� z�vS��� x , which happens to be normalized. There is also
an underlying class variable �����	�	v�w�w�w�v%��� that is unob-
served. Let ��qQs+��v��Ey . Given an observed sequence
of �ro -dimensional probability vectors �� q=s+p t v�w�w�w�v%pu��y ,
where pu�,q�s-pu�t v�w�w�w�v�pu�x y for �IqO�Tv�w�w�w�v%� , we attempt to
infer a latent maximum entropy model that matches ex-
pectations on the features ���  s-¡¢y7q¤£ � s+¥�y and �¦�} s-¡§ycqs�¨�©�ª	«¬p}�y�£ � s@¥�y for �(qn�TvSw�w�w�v�o and cqZ�TvSw�w�w�v�� , where¡�q^s-p§v�¥�y . In this case, the LME principle is®A¯�°±S²´³�µ�¶�·0¸º¹Q» ¶�·+¼�¹�½K¶�·0¾G¿ ¼�¹ subject toÀ ³ÂÁCÃAÄ�Å ·0ÆÇ¹�È§·0É�¹CÊ�·0ËÉ ¹¦»ÍÌÎ�Á3ÏÐBÑÈ§·0Ò	¹	ÌCÓ Ä�Å ·0Æ�¹�È§·0ÆÂ¿ Ò	¹CÊÔ·0ËÉ�¹À ³ÂÁCÃ ·ÖÕ(×´ØSÙ�ÒSÚ%¹ Ä Å ·0Æ�¹�È§·0É ¹CÊÔ·0ËÉ�¹ (8)

» ÌÎSÁ�ÏÐ ÑÈ§·0Ò	¹ Ì Ó5·ÖÕ(×´ØÂÙ�ÒSÚ%¹ Ä Å ·0Æ�¹�È§·0ÆÂ¿ Ò	¹CÊÔ·0ËÉ�¹Û »|ÜÂÝ�ÞßÞ´Þ´Ý%à�Ý�áâ»|ÜSÝÇÞ´ÞßÞ´Ý�ã and ¾ , ¼ not independent

Here �ä s-p�y,q t� and £ � s+¥�y denotes the indicator function
of the event ¥åqæ . Due to the nonlinear mapping caused
by ä s@¥Tç p y there is no closed form solution to (8). However,
as for Gaussian mixtures, we can apply EM-IS to obtain
feasible log-linear models for this problem. To perform the
E step, one can calculate the feature expectations

è Å�é ² ê�µë » ÜìîíÌ ï0ð§ñæòÌÓÖð¦ñ Ä�Å ·0ÆÇ¹¢ó Å�é ² ê�µï (9)

è Å�é ² ê�µÚ » ÜìQíÌ ï0ð§ñæòÌÓÖð¦ñ�·ÖÕ(×´ØÂÙ�Ò ïÚ ¹ Ä�Å ·0Æ�¹¦ó Å�é ² ê�µï
for �ôq �	v�w�w�w�v�o , õq �	v�w�w�w�v%� , where ö �Â÷ùøùú%û� qä§üý þ@ÿ s@� q Ôç pu��y q ä§üý þ@ÿ s-pu��ç � q �y ä¢üýùþ@ÿ s � q�y � ���� ��t ä¢ü ýùþ@ÿ s+p � ç ¥�y ä§ü ý þ@ÿ s+¥�y . Note that these expectations
can be calculated efficiently, as in Section 5.

To perform the M step we then formulate the simpler max-
imum entropy problem with linear constraints, as in (4,5)®A¯�°±S²´³�µÍ¶�·0¸.¹�»�¶�·+¼�¹�½K¶�·0¾G¿ ¼�¹ subject toÀ ³ÂÁÃEÄ�Å ·0ÆÇ¹GÈ¢·0É�¹ÊÔ·0ËÉ�¹ » è Å�é ² ê%µëÀ ³ÂÁCÃ ·ÖÕå×´ØSÙ�Ò Ú ¹ Ä�Å ·0ÆÇ¹GÈ¢·0É�¹ÊÔ·0ËÉ�¹ » è Å�é ² ê%µÚ
for � q �TvSw�w�w�v�o and ¤q �TvSw�w�w�v�� . For this prob-
lem we can obtain a log-linear solution of the formä s-¡§y�q ä s-p§v%¥�y where ä s+¥SyOq t� � �� ��t ö	�� and the
class conditional model ä s-p�ç ¥Sy is a Dirichlet distribu-
tion with parameters � �} q �~¨�� �� ; that is ä s+p¦ç ¥�y q	�
 � x}���t � �}� 
�� x}Ö��t 	 s�� �} y ��� t � x}Ö��t p����� � t} . However,

we still need to solve for the parameters � �} . By plugging in
the form of the Dirichlet distribution, the feature expecta-
tions (9) will have an explicit formula, and the constraints
on the parameters � �} can then be written

Õ������ Ó é ² ê�µÚ � ½��! #"Ì$ ð§ñ � Ó é ² ê%µ$ % » è Å�é ² ê�µÚ
for �]q^�	v�w�w�w�v�o and ºq^�	v�w�w�w�v%� , where & is the digamma
function. The solution can be obtained by iterating the
fixed-point equations

�'�� Ó é ² ê)(+*-,)./µÚ � » �! #"Ì$ ð¦ñ � Ó é ² ê�(§²/*)0 ñ µ1,)./µ$ % Õ è Å�é ² ê%µÚ
for �Kq �	v�w�w�w�v�o and rq �Tv�w�w�w�v�� . This iteration corre-
sponds to a well known technique for locally monotonic
maximizing the likelihood of a Dirichlet mixture (Minka,
2000). Thus, EM-IS recovers a classical likelihood maxi-
mization algorithm as a special case. However, as before,
this only yields feasible solutions, from which we have to
select a final estimate.

Dirichlet mixture experiment To compare model selec-
tion based on the LME versus MLE principles for this prob-
lem, we conducted an experiment on a mixture of Dirichlet
sources. In this experiment, we generate the data accord-
ing to a three component Dirichlet mixture, with mixing
weights 2 � q t3 v t4 v t5 and component Dirichlets specified
by the � parameters

� �76�98 ,
� : ���;8 and

� < 6�;8 respectively.
The initial mixture weights were generated from a uniform
prior, and each � was generated by choosing numbers uni-
formly from �Âz�w��Tv�z�w < vS�Tv�6�w < v < � . Figure 7 shows the cross
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Figure 7. Average cross entropy between true distribution and
MLE versus LME estimates in the Dirichlet mixture experiment.

entropy results of LME and MLE averaged over 10 re-
peated trials for each fixed training sample size. The out-
come in this case shows a significant advantage for LME.

8. Conclusion

A few comments are in order. It appears that LME adds
more than just a fixed regularization effect to MLE. In fact,
as we demonstrate in (Wang et al. 2003), one can add a reg-
ularization term to the LME principle in the same way one
can add a regularization term to the MLE principle. LME
behaves more like an adaptive rather than fixed regularizer,
because we see no real under-fitting from LME on large
data samples, even though LME chooses far “smoother”
models than MLE at smaller sample sizes. In fact, LME
can demonstrate a stronger regularization effect than any
standard penalization method: In the well known case
where EM-IS converges to a degenerate solution (i.e., such
that the determinant of the covariance matrix goes to zero)
no finite penalty can counteract the resulting unbounded
likelihood. However, the LME principle can automatically
filter out degenerate models, because such models have a
differential entropy of =?> and any non-degenerate model
will be preferred. Eliminating degenerate models by the
LME principle solves one of the main practical problems
with Gaussian mixture estimation.

Another observation is that all of our experiments show that
MLE and LME reduce cross entropy error when the sam-
ple size is increased. However, we have not yet proved that
the LME principle is statistically consistent; that is, that
it is guaranteed to converge to zero cross entropy in the
limit of large samples—when the underlying model has a
log-linear form in the same features considered by the es-
timator. We are actually interested in a stronger form of
consistency that requires the estimator to converge to the
best representable log-linear model (i.e., the one with min-
imum cross entropy error) for any underlying distribution,
even if the minimum achievable cross entropy is nonzero.
Determining the statistical consistency of LME, in either
sense, remains an important topic for future research.

In this paper, by randomly choosing different starting
points, we take the feasible log-linear model with maxi-
mum entropy value as the LME estimate. This procedure
is computationally expensive. Thus it is worthwhile to de-
velop an analogous deterministic annealing ME-EM-IS al-
gorithm to automatically find feasible maximum entropy
log-linear model for LME (Ueda and Nakano 1998).

Finally, we point out that the LME principle can be applied
to other statistical models beyond mixtures, such as hid-
den Markov models (Lafferty et al. 2001) and Boltzmann
machines (Ackley et al. 1985). We have begun to inves-
tigate these models, and in each case, have identified new
parameter optimization methods based on EM-IS, and new
statistical estimation principles based on ME-EM-IS.
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